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Nature-
Based Therapy

Minnesota Psychiatric Society Fall Symposium 2023

● Mary Beth Lardizabal DO DFAPA

● Alex Marie PsyD LP

● Certified Forest Therapy Guides
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Forest Therapy Hub

● Based in Lisboa, Portugal

● The FTHub Method is a practical tool for designing mindful nature connection 

activities and planning them in various sequences to promote nature 

connectedness under the theoretical principles of human-nature interaction, 

scientific evidence and the conceptual framework of Planetary Health.

Disclosures
● None
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Objectives
● Learn the definition of forest bathing 

● Learn the benefits to individuals and groups

● Review elements of a nature based well being plan

● Experience nature-based tools that deepen one’s connection with the natural 

world 

1

What  is Forest Bathing?
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It is all about bathing in the 
forest atmosphere, or taking in 
the forest through our senses.

Specifically, it is a well-being 
immersive practice that 
utilizes the therapeutic and 
restorative effects of nature 
for improving our health and 
well-being. 

Think of forest bathing as a 
bridge. It bridges the gap 
between ourselves and the 
natural world.  

Introduction
Elements of a Forest  Bathing Walk

Forest Bathing utilizes all the senses to 

connect with nature.

In general, we begin with opening our 

mechanical senses first, followed by the 

chemical senses.

It  is a series of Nature Activities which 

aim to stimulate a connection with 

nature, benefitting us either 

immediately or over time. 
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1
Scientific Evidence
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The trees all around us naturally give off 

chemicals called phytoncides which have 

proven health benefits. 

We evolved among trees, breathing in these 

compounds. When we breathe in these 

chemicals, our bodies increase the number and 

activity of the leukocytes.

Forest bathing can decrease blood pressure 

and heart rate, boost the immune system, and 

much more. 

There are many benefits of this practice:

1. Improves perceived health + well-

being

2. Co-therapeutic effect

3. Mental health

4. Promotes interaction and social 

cohesion

5. Strengthens immune system

6. Maintains cardiovascular health

7. Decreases morbidity and mortality 

rates

8. Reduces overweight and obesity

Improves our body, mind, spirit, social, and 

planetary states

Introduction
What are the benefits?Relationship Between Nature and Health

Nature has the ability to affect us physically, 

socially, psychologically, spiritually, and 

planetarily, touching on all aspects of our 

lives 

Goals  of A Nature Well being  Plan
A well- being plan is a therapeutic plan, A prescription to utilize the benefits of Nature

For Our Clients:

● Integrate the plan into daily life

● Adapt the plan as needed

● Eventually create a plan themselves

● Integrate knowledge learned from the practice (the environment and well-being intimate relationship) and convert this into 

skills for everyday life and well-being
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Become Aware of the Tools

● Slowing down is key for sticking to a daily well-being plan

● This means becoming aware of easy access tools like our senses and breath

● i.e. Deep Breathing for 5 minutes daily will help us get in touch with our body

● i.e. 5 Senses exercise for 5-10 minutes daily helps us to engage all our senses and 

sit in awe of nature

STEP 2 Barrier Assessment + Create Technical Routines
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Barrier Assessment + Create Technical Routines
A few important points to remember as one  begin’s a forest bathing journey
Be Kind and SMART-

Aim for the “sweet spot”
•     Challenging but accomplishable
•     Consider your schedule and limitations
•     Plan ahead for potential barriers
•     Don’t let a slip become a fall
•     Be easy on yourself! 
•     Forest Bathing  should make you feel better, not worse  

Example of a Nature based well being plan 
Activity:

May include activities such as Tree Music, Step to 

Step, UP, any activity that engages the senses

Dose/frequency

Sit Spot Txoko, an  outside spot, but also a home 

spot in inclement weather

Ie Garden

Journal (gratitude re: nature connections)

15 min daily

2-3X weekly and this includes indoor plants, or 

contemplating her view of plants from her window.

Can be brief, 3-4X weekly

City park 20-30      3X/week

State Forest

May include: Step To Step, Tree Music, UP, Tea 

Time

Weekend with friends (Sat morning)

Nature Art Once a month with friends

Mindful eating 6 meals a week
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When adapting a plan, consider:

-Connection - include family, friends, neighbors into walks when possible

-Be active- especially important for those in sedentary or office work.

-Take notice- Be curious, notice the world and see the affects..  Bring attention to the senses.

-Keep learning- Nature connection activities are a continuous source of learning and awareness, about  oneself and 
the larger world y

-Give to others- following a Nature Well-Being Plan often brings a greater sense of calm, focus and appreciation for 
the world around you..  Frequently this leads to a deeper connection to the people in your life and a desire to share with 
others.

Links/References 
● What is Forest Therapy, by Forest Therapy Hub – YouTube

● Projects and research (foresttherapyhub.com)
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https://www.youtube.com/shorts/UfoG4mTM7_g
https://foresttherapyhub.com/projects-and-research/
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Experience
● Nature connections

Thank you.
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